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Changes in forest cover
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Another example can be seen in our forests.We’ve gone from 97% forest before colonial settlement to a low of perhaps 20% in the late 1800sVermont’s forested land base increased rapidly between the 1940s and 1970s and continued to increase at a decreasing rate until the 1990s. By contrast, the amount of farmland decreased by nearly 1.6 million acres over that period. Much of the nearly 1 million acre increase in forest land is due to farmland reverting back into forest through natural regeneration, although a substantial portion of lost farmland was also developed to meet the needs of a growing population. ADVANCE ANIMATIONIn the last 10 years, we’ve started to see Vermont losing forest for the first time since those early days. 



Harvard Forest, Harvard University 



Changes in forest cover

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Another example can be seen in our forests.We’ve gone from 97% forest before colonial settlement to a low of perhaps 20% in the late 1800sVermont’s forested land base increased rapidly between the 1940s and 1970s and continued to increase at a decreasing rate until the 1990s. By contrast, the amount of farmland decreased by nearly 1.6 million acres over that period. Much of the nearly 1 million acre increase in forest land is due to farmland reverting back into forest through natural regeneration, although a substantial portion of lost farmland was also developed to meet the needs of a growing population. ADVANCE ANIMATIONIn the last 10 years, we’ve started to see Vermont losing forest for the first time since those early days. 
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Dispersed, 
auto-dependent 

development outside 
of  compact urban 
and village centers, 
along highways, and 
in rural countryside.

(SmartGrowth Vermont)

Sprawl

Above and Beyond. 2002. Campoli, J., Humstone, E., & A. MacLean.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
You’re likely familiar with the patterns of development we looked at in the last slide. We call it “sprawl” and it's driven in part from a shift away from the community center to a more spread-out pattern that is auto dependent.Sprawl is not just a problem for our forests and other natural resources; it also leads to: Public investments in roads, public buildings, water, sewer and other infrastructure in peripheral areas;Disinvestment in existing centers; and,Land regulations that promote spread out, land consumptive development.



Benefits
of  Large 
Forests

Economic benefits of  
recreation and 
tourism  $$$

Provide working lands 
and jobs for forest 
products industry

$$$

Provide land for 
hunting, fishing, 
wildlife viewing  

$$$

Clean air & 
water

Biological 
diversity

Prevent erosion and 
reduce flooding

$$$

Mitigate climate 
changeScenery

Transmit fewer tick-
borne illnesses

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Fragmentation and habitat loss have a negative impact on the economy.Forest-based recreation and tourism contribute ~$1.9 billion to Vermont’s economy annually. Forest products add $1.5 billion.This is about 12% of Vermont’s GDP, including ~20,000 full-time jobs.Fall leaf peepers account for 25% of tourist income to the state, or $460 million dollars.Hunting, fishing, and wildlife viewing contributes $685 million to Vermont’s economy every year—second in the nation only to Alaska. Vermont’s rural character drives tourism, as part of the Vermont “brand.”An increase in development tends to lead to an increase in taxes. Tax bills are lower in the Vermont towns with the most conserved land, on average.Maintaining intact wetlands helped prevent about $2 million in damages—an estimated 80 percent of costs--to Middlebury during Hurricane Irene.



Habitat Blocks 

 Areas of  natural cover
 Surrounded by roads, development & 

agriculture
 Largest: 153,000ac
 Average: 1,000ac

Darker = Bigger

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
One way to put a project in  this larger ecological context is to look at where it sits in a larger forest blockThere are 4052 forest blocks in VT. Forest blocks are areas of intact natural cover, surrounded by roads and development. This could be private or public land (we’re not talking about ownership) just the land cover.As you look statewide the largest blocks of forest (shown in darker colors) generally occur along the spine of the green mtns and in the northeast kingdom



Intact Parcelized Parcelized and 
Fragmented

Center for Land Use Education and Research. University of Connecticut

Fragmented

Forest Development Patterns

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As those changing growth patterns spread further and further from the town/village center, we begin to see concerning effects on the distribution and quality of our forest blocks. Let’s look at those effects, and review their terminology1st, we have an image of an “intact” forest.” As you might expect, its all trees – it might be a young forest, or an old forest, and it might even include trails, but there’s continuous tree cover which is the main thing to know. 2nd, is and image of a fragmented landscape. In this case, the land use fragmenting the forest block is largely agricultural, with some effects from scattered residential homes and roads. Note the breaks in forest cover between the remaining forest blocks. All that said, this whole area might be owned by just 1 or 2 people.3rd, is what we call “parcelized,” where the ownership of that forest block has been divided up into a larger number of smaller lots. It’s still an intact forest, for now, but it becomes vulnerable to the desires of many ownerships.4th, is a “parcelized” and “fragmented” landscape, where those parcelized blocks have been developed into residential homes that have punched holes everywhere in the forest block. 



Parcelization

□ Residential development is occurring at low densities in rural areas 
□ Not in compact existing centers or planned growth centers
□ 7 out of 555 (1%) subdivisions trigger Act 250 (VNRC, 2014 review of 14 towns)

Informing Land Use Planning and Forestland 
Conservation Through Subdivision & Parcelization Trend 

Information. VNRC

https://vtforesttrends.vnrc.org/home

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
With pressures from development, parcelization, & fragmentation, the protection and management of Vermont’s forests for long‐term sustainability will become progressively more challenging and necessary.Work from VNRC shows the number of small lots growing, outside of compact centers.In VT we are developing in a sprawling fashion, one house at a time._________________�In the Phase II study, VNRC found that only seven of the 555 subdivisions (again 1%) triggered original jurisdiction under Act 250 review.It is worth noting that six more subdivisions required an amendment to an existing Act 250 permit, but would have triggered original jurisdiction had they not been on land that was already subject to an Act 250 permit. 42 additional subdivisions triggered Act 250 review based on amendment jurisdiction only.The overwhelming majority of acreage subject to Act 250 was reviewed under amendment jurisdiction, rather than original jurisdiction.This means that a total 55 out of 555 or 10% of the subdivisions in the 14 case study towns were reviewed under Act 250.  2014 VNRC Study



Loosing Parcels 100- 200



Gaining Parcels 0 to 2 ac



Property Sales & Covid/Climate Migration



Parcelization

Above and Beyond. 2002. Campoli, J., Humstone, E., & A. MacLean.

1950s 1960s 1970s1980s 1990s

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So, while we want to see small lots in our village centers and downtowns, what we are actually seeing is creation of small lots in our rural residential districtsFrom 1983‐2008, the number of forest landowners owning 1‐9 acres more than doubled resulting in increased land parcelization. Land parcelization presents a significant challenge to Vermont’s natural resource managers who strive to accommodate individual landowner’s management objectives and values while trying to manage beyond property boundaries to maintain the overall sustainability of the region’s entire forest ecosystem. Roads, impervious surfaces and scattered developments are further fragmenting forests and creating smaller forest patches. The combination of parcelization and fragmentation poses a serious threat to the overall ecological integrity of Vermont’s native landscape.What you see on screen is the story of three farms from the 1950s to 1990s. I’m sure you all could tell me a similar story. Now I am not saying that these folks should not be allowed to develop, but there are a variety of perspectives that are concerned with creation of permeant small lots outside of town. You can’t farm a 3 ac lot for a livingYou can’t log a 1 ac lot and make any moneyAnd you don’t have high quality wildlife habitat on 50, one acre lots.So we need to have the discussion about how to keep larger parcels together in a sustainable fashion.



County Rd, Stratton, Vt., 

2000

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ortho, 2000



County Rd, Stratton, Vt., 

2003

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
ortho, 2003



Mountain Rd, Stratton, VT 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
driveway on Mountain Rd, over ¾ mile long, over 500 feet of accent.Note the switchbacks!



Pattern Matters

More fragmented forest 
in a rural community

Less fragmented forest 
in a rural community

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The reason we want you to know about fragmentation and parcelization is because the pattern of where there is forest or other habitat matters.At left is forest cover in Killington and Bridgewater while at right is of Hartland.Left is a bigger block of contiguous forest – a place where bear or moose can live. Hartland is a rural town with no zoning and an even amount of low density development along all these rural roads. The net effect is a pattern of tiny forest blocks, meaning that this habitat has much less to offer to Moose or Bear or other deep forest species.



Conserved Lands in VT

Craftsbury 2022



Intact Lands are Valuable
 Forest-based recreation & tourism = $1.9B annually in VT
 Recreation economy = 37,000 jobs
 Wildlife economy = $712M of  spending in VT (2011)

Economics of Conservation in Vermont. 2015. Gund Institute for Ecological Economics

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Another reason we need to understand the interplay between ecology/economy, is that our booming outdoor recreation economy is dependent on having large, intact natural lands. Our forest-based economy contributes $1.9B annually to Vermont’s economy;37,000 jobs in our state are built around recreationHunting, fishing, and wildlife watching along contribute $712M annually to our economy, and those activities are totally dependent on having quality habitat and abundant wildlife. ___________________________�The Outdoor Industry Foundation reported that in 2006 the outdoor recreation economy supported 35,000 jobs in Vermont, generated $187 million in annual state tax revenue, produced $2.5 billion annually in retail sales and services across Vermont, and accounted for 12 percent of the gross state product. Our economy is increasingly oriented towards leaf-peepers and skiers.



Use Value Appraisal Program

Craftsbury 2022



Recreation: Opportunity & Challenge

 Trail-based recreation on the rise
 Sales of  hunting and fishing licenses declining nationally
 Increased demand for recreation access

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
While we like to point at the recreation dollars, it’s important to understand that the ways people recreate are shifting. We see a rise in trail-based recreation and a decline in hunting and fishingThat means that different groups of people are out there experiencing our forests, lakes, and natural areas – a good thing. But it also comes with concerns – about the increasing demand for more trails, the boom in housing demand, and people moving to the state who may have a different perspective on wildlife and the outdoors. 



Recreation and Wildlife

Trail-less areas are a Finite Resource

E911 Trail Data

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Increasing Recreation also comes with a cost to wildlife, with more usage comes the need to balance new trails with intact and connected trail-less areas 



Climate Change

Confronting Climate Change in the Northeast (NECIA 2007). Union of Concerned Scientists. 

 Temperatures have increased 1.8°F since 1970. 

 Projected: 9-13°F of  additional rise by late-century.

 Precipitation has increased 15-20% over the past 50 years with 67% 
of  this falling in heavy precipitation events.  

 Projected: Winter precipitation will increase 20-30% with less snow 
& more rain.

 Projected: Short-term summer droughts will occur 2x as often. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Another huge piece of our ecological context for today and tomorrow is climate change. We are seeingMore frequent hot (over 90), humid days; • Longer growing seasons; • Worsening of air quality in areas where air quality problems already exist (GCCIUS; • Increased heavy downpours; • More frequent winter thaws and earlier springs; • Less winter precipitation falling as snow and more as rain; • Earlier spring snowmelt resulting in earlier peak river flows; and, • More frequent short-term droughts in late summer and fall. Even if we stopped all carbon output tomorrow, we’d still be feeling the effects of climate change. So even as we’re thinking about changing growth patterns, we also need to understand this will create an additional stress on our natural resources, which will cascade into how we plan for the future.



Progress Report of the Interagency Climate Change 
Adaptation Task Force: Recommended Actions in 
Support of a National Climate Change Adaptation 
Strategy, October 5, 2010.

Changes in Precipitation

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Climate science predicts that flooding in northeast will become more frequent.We can not prevent flooding – we need to plan for it.Understanding of how rivers function, how wetlands and forests can protect watersheds, can help us plan for flooding.



Resilience

A Resilient Landscape has space 
for dynamic natural processes

A Resilient Community can 
learn from mistakes and adapt

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To wrap up, I want to underscore the extent to which over time and today, VT’s Ecology and Economy are tightly linked together and so land use planning Must be done in this context.Our history helps define our present – early VT’s built most settlements on rivers, and there are places we live that may not be ideal,We can also learn and adapt as we rebuild from storms like Irene, and accommodate more homes and people as our state grows.As we plan for the future, we must do so in a smarter way, planning with natural resources and cycles in mind.



Questions?
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